Fire-protective Curtains

See General Information for Fire-protective Curtains

COLT INTERNATIONAL LICENSING LTD
New Lane
Havant, Hants PO9 2LY UNITED KINGDOM

Fire-protective curtain, Model FA1.
Model FA1/60, 1 hr fire rating.
Model FA1/180, 3 hr fire rating.

Fire-protective curtain, Model SA1.
Model SA1/60, 1 hr fire rating.
Model SA1/180, 3 hr fire rating.

Additionally investigated to ANSI/UL 1784

Fire-protective curtain, Model FA1.
Model FA1/S1/60, 1 hr fire rating.
Model FA1/S1/180, 3 hr fire rating.

Fire-protective curtain, Model SA1.
Model SA1/S1/60, 1 hr fire rating.
Model SA1/S1/180, 3 hr fire rating.

Fire-protective curtain, Model SD1.
Model SD1/60, 1 hr fire rating.
Model SD1/180, 3 hr fire rating.
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